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orgavision in brief:
Structure your enterprise without the need for intensive 
maintenance and review, simply illustrate internal struc-
tures and workflows, and stand to profit from all this 
when revising workflows, hiring new employees and co-
operating with clients. With orgavision! The web-based 
tool lets you improve the exchange of information within 

orgavision combines all components that are important 
for structuring a company: organisational diagrams, job 
descriptions, process flows, checklists, free texts and 
documents, which are uploaded to the orgavision system 
and then linked with the corresponding employees. This 
way, everyone can easily track the tasks she/he is involved 
in. Thanks to dynamic linking, all information is always up 
to date.

Organisational diagrams and workflow descriptions – 
not only a great help to new employees – are created in the 
blinking of an eye.

Translate your company’s distinctive quality into a conti-
nuous improvement process (CIP) and let orgavision be 
your quality management control centre: utilise the com-
menting feature for suggestions for improvement, derive 
verifiable measures and do the necessary monitoring in the 
integrated audit management.

More efficiency in QM and organisation development!
Existing documents such as texts are simply copied and 
pasted to orgavision. This also works with images and gra-
phics from MS Word.

All of your data is stored on secure servers and is https 
encoded when transferred. Thanks to the rights manage-
ment, you can easily grant and restrict the access to the 
contents stored in orgavision – also to external parties, e.g. 
customers. The best: all this is done without technicians 
and administrators.

orgavision is your central management system that can 
be accessed and used by several users at the same time.

No need for extensive training, no need for internal IT 
experts! orgavision is so simple, everyone understands it. 
Coming with a design similar to a Windows Explorer window, 
all elements – texts, workflows, files and users – are stored 
in folders. Most users know this kind of layout and process 
from their work with other programmes, so they won’t need 
any training.

your company. What’s more, it simplifies the visualisation 
of complex organisational diagrams and flowcharts, 
which will be the best assistant to new employees, helping 
them understand the company structure and always find 
the right contact person.

vivid organization!
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Search
The full-text search, which follows phonetic rules, allows you 
to quickly find documents, users and all kinds of files. This 
also includes all uploaded Word and PDF files. 

Organisational diagrams 
Organisational diagrams can be composed of all types of 
elements, which are then simply moved per drag & drop.

Workflows
orgavision lets you represent all workflows of larger projects 
schematically by inserting tasks, automatic processes and 
decision nodes. Descriptions of the individual nodes are tre-
ated as text elements. And for additional clarity, Swimlanes 
group workflows into phases or divisions of responsibility.

Texts
orgavision comes with a speciality: variables and links 
(cross references). Thanks to this feature, all names and 
links in texts are always up to date. Texts from other pro-
grammes such as MS Word are easily copied and pasted 
into orgavision. This also applies to other elements, for ex-
ample, tables. During text editing, you are able to see exactly 
what will appear when the text is read later on – that’s real 
WYSIWYG (What you see is what you get).

PDF and Microsoft Word export
Folders including all elements can be exported as PDF or 
Word documents, if desired, even with contents directory. 
Larger elements such as extensive workflow descriptions 
are downsized to fit one page.

Roles
Roles are assigned to one or several users. When a flow-
chart mentions a role, the respective user is retrieved from 
the database directly. This way, names and responsibilities 
are always up to date.

Approval process
orgavision lets you create a three-stage process that defines 
who shall review, approve and acknowledge of a new 
version. These approval processes can also be delegated 
to roles, meaning that any person of a specific department 
may check and approve new texts.

orgavision – your web-based QM and organisation guide
Overview of the key features

CMS Wiki DMS
Visualisation  

software
CAQ  

software orgavision

Visualisation of processes and structures

Semantic interlinking of structures

Approval workflow, document management

Versioning

Role-based rights management

Specific functions for manual creation, illustration of 
roles and workflows

Documented CIP

Web-based solution as SaaS or on premises

Management and documentation of notices

orgavision: More efficiency  in QM and  
organisation  development
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